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We are living in a tech driven age where almost all the industrial and commercial sectors
get turned to tech companies to maintain their back-end system where important
accounts, data and other vital detail are stored. Most of these enterprises themselves
steps into the heels of digital companies enabling the customer to get connected to their
services through smartphone app and websites.....
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Recognizing the power of
Python as the most rapid
growing open source
programming language
Guido Van Rossum was born and
grew up in Netherlands, where he
received a master’s degree in
mathematics and computer science
from the University of Amsterdam in
1982. He later worked for various
research
institutes
like
CWI,
Amsterdam, NIST, Maryland and
CNRI, Virginia. Guido lives in Belmont,
California with his wife Kim Knapp and
their son Orlijn.....

In line with Super
Computers and Linux: a
portfolio
A supercomputer is a computer with a
high-level computational capacity
compared to a general-purpose
computer.
Performance
of
a
supercomputer
is measured in
floating-point operations per second
(FLOPS) instead of million instructions
per second (MIPS). As of 2015, there
are supercomputers which can
perform up to quadrillions of
FLOPS.....
Read More

Read More

Linux and open source take
over the IT world!!!
Recently, millions of tech lovers
around the world got stuck in a hot
newscast
about
who
is
so
passionately embracing Linux? ..uh
Linux users who once weighed

Soft skills a vital
requirement for the
developer to get hired
To be a good developer you need
good coding skills and updated
knowledge in multiple languages. But
to get hired in a company these skills

Microsoft as “The Evil Empire” sensed
this with quite wonder.....

alone will not serve as a trump card
that ensure placement. Definitely,
Technical skills.....
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Monthly Report - IPSR Jobs
50+ IPSR students got placed at different companies in January through the
programme called “100 Days 100 Companies” which was started in Nov '15.
8+ recruitment drives conducted by IPSR including MNCs like RedHat, Allianz Cornhill,
RMESi, UST Global, Rean Cloud, Geojit, etc. Most of these companies still have
vacancies.
Register ipsrjobs.com for getting latest Job alerts
Free Registration of 2016 batch B.Tech/B.Sc/BCA/M.Tech/M.Sc/MCA students
Continuing!!
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